
Year 9 Homework and Independent Study Expectations

Daily independent study habits:
1. Study for 30-45 minutes for your French/Spanish GCSE
2. At least 20 minutes/20 pages reading - make sure the choices of text are challenging enough
3. Quiz yourself on your knowledge organisers for each topic you are studying.  Review any incorrect answers on your Educake/Google Form quizzes,

check you understand where you went wrong (if not, make a note to ask your teacher in the next lesson) and learn the right answers

Subject What is the homework? How often? Where is it
set?

How long
should it take?

Why is this set?  What is its purpose?  How do
students get feedback?

English Reading homework with
Google Form quiz to check
understanding
Educake quiz

Weekly
Weekly
(set and due
Mondays)

Google
Classroom

Educake

1 hour Students get immediate feedback on their
understanding as the quizzes are self-marking.
Teachers address common misconceptions in class
time.

Maths Online homework, usually
Mathswatch.
Sometimes there may be
written homework if nothing
is appropriate online.

Weekly Google
Classroom

1 hour Consolidate what has been learnt. Practice helps
check work has been understood and is essential
for long term memory. Online platforms provide
immediate feedback and allow teachers to track
engagement. Mathswatch provides good teaching if
students need additional support.

Science
(Combined)

Educake quiz Weekly 1. Educake
2. Exit ticket
tasks or
equivalent
worksheet

30-40 minutes

20 minutes

Educake is self marking and gives immediate
feedback.  Teachers also go through common
misconceptions in class.
Teachers check these in class.

French /
Spanish GCSE

Vocab Express or Quizlet, or
a piece of writing or
worksheet.  Current topic
vocabulary to learn for a test.

Weekly

Weekly

Vocab
Express,
Seneca or
Quizlet

30-45 minutes
study every
evening for their
GCSE exam

It enables students to memorise & revisit the
vocabulary / grammar structures they learnt that
week. Vocab Express & Quizlet give instant
feedback to students.

Geography Quiz on previous unit
(spaced retrieval practice) or
current unit (checking
understanding)

Twice a half
term

Educake 30 minutes Minimises loss of knowledge as time goes on from
each unit.  Ensures students are understanding key
information from the current unit.  Students get
immediate feedback as Educake is self marking.

History Quiz on the unit studied or
task based on Oak National
Academy online lessons

Twice a half
term

Educake or
Google
Classroom

30 minutes To support students’ knowledge and understanding
of the units that are taught as part of the curriculum.
Students receive feedback via peer or self marking.



RE (1 lesson a
fortnight)

Google Form - knowledge
quiz or evidence based

Once a term Google
Classroom

30 minutes Check understanding of content and retention of
information. Develop evaluation skills.  Students
receive instant feedback as the quiz is self marking

Dance (part of
PE carousel)

Revise key words; quizzes
Google form evaluation and
self reflection

Twice half
term

Google
Classroom

30 - 45 minutes To support developing knowledge of key words.
Feedback is via the self marking quiz.
To assess progress and understanding of key skills
at the end of the unit.

Drama Reading and writing tasks in
line with the topic/techniques
explored in lessons

Twice a half
term

Google
Classroom

30 minutes To support students’ knowledge and understanding
of the topic/subject being explored. Feedback is
given via self marked quizzes or verbally, for
students to respond to practically.

Music Listening and analysis tasks,
composition development
and independent rehearsal
time, depending on unit

Twice a half
term

Google
Classroom

30 minutes To aid practical skills or help students to revise and
recall key theoretical knowledge; students receive
teacher feedback in class for practical elements,
and via self-marking quizzes for the theory tasks.

PE Quiz; Optional extended
learning tasks
Aim to attend one PE club

End of half
term
Weekly

Google
Classroom

30 minutes Students will develop their theoretical knowledge of
the sport they are learning.  Feedback is via the self
marking quiz.

Art & Design
(Drawing &
Painting, Print &
Collage,Textiles)

Research, drawing,
photography, quizzes

Set every
other lesson,
in each of the
three
disciplines

Google
Classroom

30-45 minutes To practise drawing skills, research artists we are
responding to in lessons, and collect imagery.
Students receive feedback via Google Classroom
where appropriate, or are questioned and receive
feedback on research and quizzes in lessons

Food and
nutrition

Organise ingredients and
containers; Google Form
quizzes on 4 topic areas

Once or twice
a half term

Google
Classroom

20 minutes To review learning from lessons after every topic;
Google Form quizzes are self marking so students
get immediate feedback

Computer
science
(1 lesson a
fortnight)

Usually after a topic has
been completed. Some
reading with a quiz.

Once or twice
a half-term

Google
Classroom

30 - 45 minutes Review of learning from lessons. Links directly to
what students have worked on. A quiz gives
immediate feedback and misconceptions can be
addressed as a follow-up to quizzes.

Skills / PSHE Set according to the topic. No
more than two pieces a half
term. Students may be asked
to prepare a discussion piece

Once or twice
a half-term

Google
Classroom

30 minutes To check understanding of a topic and to test some
core knowledge.


